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THE NEBRASKA MODEL 

 

Wilber-Clatonia High School and Tri-County High School are now Class C-2 in football. Friend 

is playing 8 man football instead of 11 man. The trend of less kids in our rural areas continues. 

How long will it take before we realize that renting more land and becoming a larger row crop 

farming operation just displaces another farmer and doesn't change the rural economics in the 

communities that we live in? The Nebraska Model offers a solution. 

 

The Nebraska Corn Board is encouraging the state to actively pursue more hog feeding in the 

state by endorsing the "Nebraska Model" of pork production developed by the Nebraska Pork 

Producers Association, Pork Central, and faculty at the University of Nebraska. Traditionally, 

Nebraska has been a farrow-to-finish state where pork producers create and raise pork using 

feedstocks in Nebraska. More recently, the statistics show we ship a significant portion of our 

feeder pigs to other states to be finished. That does not allow us to capture the added value of 

grain and the positive economy things that happen with the rest of the pork production system. 

We ship our grain out of Nebraska by train and we ship our feeder pigs the other way by truck. 

 

Unfortunately, the number of pork producers in Nebraska has dropped nearly 76% since 1992 and 

the effects can be seen on main streets across the state. Nebraska ranks sixth nationally in pork 

production but finishes only enough hogs to fill 78 percent of the slaughter capacity at the state's 

three large hog-processing facilities in Crete, Fremont, and Madison. The decrease in pork 

production in Saline County, the past two decades, has been very significant. 

 

In contrast, look at what is happening in animal agriculture in other countries. In a Chicago 

Tribune story, it was noted that U.S. companies such as Smithfield Foods are partnering up with 

Brazilian investors to rapidly expand livestock feeding. A recent $24 million farm in Brazil, half-

owned by Smithfield Foods, incorporates the latest state of the art, large-scale hog production 

technology. This growing hog production will end up competing with our own U.S. pork in other 

international markets. Those hogs will be eating Brazilian corn and soybeans. 

 

Though financial situations differ, the Nebraska Model starts with the notion that a farmer can 

generate a similar amount of income to an average size row crop farm by custom-finishing hogs 

in a pair of 1,000-unit facilities or owning a single 1,000-unit facility with his own hogs. A 1,000-

head finishing unit is stated to be the economic equivalent of adding 640 acres of irrigated cash-

rent farmland. It provides for two types of pork production enterprises - adding a finishing barn 

and owning the pigs raised in it or adding a contract finishing barn. Production units would be 

designed such that they meet new environmental standards and the operation is socially 

acceptable. 

 

The Nebraska Model allows the average farmer and or livestock producer to engage in hog 

feeding with a minimal investment and in a way that should be acceptable to neighbors and the 

environment. Just as importantly, the Nebraska Model creates opportunities for the next 

generation of farmers and creates economic development for the communities in which they live. 

 



 

For more information on the Nebraska Model or to receive a book about the concept and what 

was talked about in the meeting at the DeWitt Community Center last August, contact Al Prosch, 

Pork Central, at aprosch@unlnotes.unl.edu or call 1-888-627-7675 to the Nebraska Pork 

Producers Association and ask for the Nebraska Model booklet. I have several copies available 

also. 
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